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W hether it’s because of the threat of climate change, revival of Chinese
dietary philosophies, or Hong Kongers simply wanting to become

more health-conscious with what they cook and consume, organic food and
produce have seen a steady growth in recent years, and so have stores and
grocery chains that import and sell healthy, organic, and bio-friendly
products.

From fairtrade pantry food and fridge essentials to organic health
supplements and pills, we found the best stores to buy organic food and
products in Hong Kong.
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Green Common marks itself as the world’s first plant-based grocery store
chain, marketing and selling revolutionary organic food products using next-
generation foodtech innovations. With products such as Beyond Burder, Just
Egg, and Chick’n Nuggets sold at Green Common stores, the organic retail
chain champions Hong Kong’s Food 2.0 journey. Expect to find a wealth of
Omnifoods products stored at Green Common, an arm of parent company,
Green Monday, as well as plant-based organic meat and milk products and
dairy and egg substitutes.

Location: Green Common, locations across Hong Kong

SpiceBox Organics  

spiceboxorganics
SpiceBox Organics

A one-stop-shop for organic and freshly made healthy food, environmentally
friendly household products, and natural body care products, SpiceBox is
Hong Kong’ s leading socially conscious organic company that promises all
products are made, imported, and sold sustainably. The Hong Kong Island-
based company o�ers free deliveries on orders over HK$600 for mixed packs
with your favourite spices and herbs packed in a customised Spice Box.

Location: SpiceBox Organics, locations across Hong Kong
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